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What is Arabic ‘grammar’?

Arabic ‘grammar’ will mean different things to different people.

To learners of Arabic as a foreign language it might mean the

fundamentals of the language: whether there are genders,

whether the noun or the adjective comes first, how the verb

changes in the past and future, etc.

To more advanced Arabists and scholars it might mean the

higher-level subtleties of Modern Standard or Classical Arabic.

To native speakers, it usually conjures up a subject studied at

school, often hazily remembered lessons analysing sentences

with a view to being able to spell and pronounce formal Arabic

correctly.

What this book means by ‘grammar’ is a progressive

knowledge of the structure of Arabic from the basic building

blocks to some, but by no means all, of the more subtle nuances

of Modern Standard Arabic.

Levels of formality

Learners of Arabic generally appreciate the difference between

the various spoken Arabic dialects and the universal Modern

Standard Arabic. What is not so well understood is that Modern

Standard itself can be spoken and written at different levels of

sophistication.

Although most Arabs can communicate in a form of standard

Arabic and are aware that formal Arabic is pronounced with

additional case endings, only scholars, media presenters and

public speakers use these endings routinely.

This book includes Case Notes sections with additional

explanations and activities covering the grammatical case
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endings used in formal, literary and religious Arabic. These

grammatical cases are similar to those found in languages such

as German or Russian, but in Arabic are not usually pronounced

in less formal contexts. You can use the book without reference

to the Case Notes if you wish initially to acquire a more general

understanding. Alternatively, you can study the Case Notes

sections if you have an interest in this aspect of Arabic grammar

and want to learn about it from the beginning.

How to use this book

This is a reference and activity book for all beginners and early

intermediate students of Arabic, whether studying in a group or

by themselves. The book can also be used independently to

improve understanding of the basics of grammar or to gain an

overview of the structure of the Arabic language.

The book has a built-in progression. Explanations and

activities draw only on structures already covered in previous

units. Work your way through the units and measure your

progress step by step. Alternatively, if you are already studying

Arabic you can use the relevant part of the book for extra

practice on a particular point of grammar.

The main part of the book is divided into 20 units, each

concentrating on an aspect of Arabic grammar. The units

feature:

• clear structural explanations

• more than 100 stimulating activities to practise particular

grammar points

• optional Case Notes explaining formal case endings (see

above)

• end-of-unit In Summary, highlighting the most important

points of the unit for easy reference.

Answers to all the activities are also included in the final section

of the book.
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Arabic script

It is beneficial to acquire familiarity with the Arabic script and

the short vowel marks before studying this book. However, the

complete alphabet is provided here for reference.  

viii Introduction

final medial initial isolated letter

É` É` G G ∞dCG alif

Ö` `Ñ` `H Ü AÉH b’

â` `à` `J ä AÉJ t’

å` `ã` `K ç AÉK th’

è` `é` `L ê º«L jım

í` `ë` `M ì AÉM ˛’

ï` `î` `N ñ AÉN kh’

ó` ó` O O ∫GO dl

ò` ò` P P ∫GP dhl

ô` ô` Q Q AGQ r’

õ` õ` R R iGR zy

¢ù` `°ù` `°S ¢S ø«°S sın

¢û` `°û` `°T ¢T ø«°T shın

¢ü` `°ü` `°U ¢U OÉ°U ßd

¢†` `°†` ¢†` ¢V OÉ°V ∂d

§` `£` `W • AÉW †’

ß` `¶` `X ® AÉX Ω’



final medial initial isolated letter

™` `©` `Y ´ ø«Y áyn

≠` `¨` `Z Æ ø«Z ghayn

∞` `Ø` `a ± AÉa f’

≥` `≤` `b ¥ ±Éb qf

∂` `μ` `c ∑ ±Éc kf

π` `∏` `d ∫ ºd lm

º` `ª` `e Ω º«e mım

ø` `æ` `f ¿ ¿ƒf nün

¬` `¡` `g √ AÉg h’

ƒ` ƒ` h h hGh ww

»` `«` `j … AÉj y’

áëàa fat˛a a dash above the letter, pronounced as a short

‘a’ after the letter, e.g. ...n`H ba

áqª°V ∂amma a comma-shape above, pronounced as a short

‘u’ after the letter, e.g. ...o`H bu

Iô°ùc kasra a dash below, pronounced as a short ‘i’ after

the letter, e.g. ...p`H bi

¿ƒμ°S sukün a small circle above showing that no vowel

follows the letter, e.g. âræpH bint (girl) 

Iqó°T shadda a small ‘w’ shape above showing that the letter

is doubled, e.g. qøoH bunn (coffee beans) 

Iqóe madda a  wavy symbol written over an alif and

pronounced , e.g. á°ùfBG nisa (young woman)

(Note: These symbols are not generally included in modern
written Arabic. This book uses them where necessary for clarity.)
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Fundamentals of
Arabic grammar
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Arabic is a language based on a system of ‘roots’. In English, we

often refer to the ‘root’ of a word to mean its origin, for example

the root of the English word ‘engineer’ is the Latin ingenium,

meaning ‘skill’.

The Arabic root, or Qó°üe maßdar, refers to the core meaning

of a word. This core can usually be identified by three root

consonants (non-vowels). For example, the sequence of three

consonants Q/±/¢S s/f/r (in this order, reading the Arabic script

right to left) carries the meaning of ‘travel’. A word which

includes the sequence of letter Q/±/¢S s/f/r is likely to have

something to do with travelling. For example:

journey ônØn°S safar 

he travels ôaÉ°ùoj yusfir 

ambassador ô«Øn°S safır 

traveller ôpaÉ°ùoe musfir 

embassy IQÉØp°S sifra

All these words are derived from the root Q/±/¢S s/f/r. Notice

how the root letters always appear in the same order. Any

additional consonants or vowels before, after or between the

root letters modify the meaning according to different general

patterns. The feminine ending I (t’ marbü†a) is never part of

the root and the most common additional consonants are Ω m,
¢S s and ä t.

The Arabic root
system1u
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The emphasis on root consonants means that vowels,

especially short vowels, are of secondary importance. The

pronunciation often varies between Modern Standard Arabic

and spoken dialects. For example, Öàμj (‘he writes’) would be

pronounced yaktub in Modern Standard, but could be yuktub or

yiktib in dialect. The meaning is generally conveyed by the

consonants rather than the vowels.

Much of Arabic grammar is concerned with how the root is

manipulated to create different related meanings. As you

become more familiar with the patterns and structures, you will

be more able to identify the roots and to manipulate them

yourself.

Activity 1
Can you identify the three root letters in each of the following

sets of words? What do you think the general core meaning

could be?

1 book ÜÉàpc  kitb

office Öàμne  maktab

writer/clerk ÖpJÉc  ktib

library áÑnàμne  maktaba

2 lesson ¢SQnO dars 

teacher ¢SuQnóoe mudarris

study á°SGQpO dirsa

school á°SnQóne  madrasa

The Arabic root system 3



3 broken Qƒ°ùμne maksür 

fragmentation ô«°ùμnJ  taksır 

it was broken ôn°ùnμfpG inkasar

nut cracker IQÉ°qùnc kassra

4 player ÖpY’  l íb 

playing field Ön©∏ne  mal áb 

toy áÑ©od  lu b́a 

games ÜÉ©dCG  al ́b 

Words with doubled root letter

Some Arabic words have the same second and third root letters.

When this is the case, they are sometimes written together with

a shadda doubling sign ( q̀```) and sometimes separately,

depending on the type of word:

ójóL jadıd (new) = root letters O/O/ê j/d/d 

qπc kull (all) = root letters ∫/∫/∑ k/l/l 

Words with four root letters

A few Arabic words have four root letters. Sometimes these are

four different letters, for example áªLônJ tarjama (translation),

where the root letters are Ω/ê/Q/ä t/r/j/m, but often they are 

a repeated pair, for example ∫GõdnR zalzl (earthquake), where

the root letters are ∫/R/∫/R z/l/z/l.

Words of foreign origin

Gernerally loan words such as ƒjOGQ rdyü (radio) or ânfônàfG
intarnat (internet) fall outside the Arabic root system. 
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• Most Arabic words have a sequence of three root

consonants which is connected with a particular

core meaning.

• Vowels and consonants are added around the root

to create related words and structures.

• The most common additional consonants are Ω m,

¢S s and ä t.

• Some words have the same second and third root

consonants and a few have four root consonants. 

• Roots are the building blocks of the Arabic language

and are helpful for guessing the meaning of

vocabulary.

In  summar y*



Arabic nouns (words that name people, objects or ideas) are

either masculine ôscnòoe (mudhakkar) or feminine åsfnDƒoe (mu’annath). 

chair (masculine) »°Sôoc kursı

table (feminine) IópFÉe m’ida

It is not difficult to tell the difference between masculine and

feminine words. Feminine words usually fall into one of two

categories:

1 Words with the feminine ending I a (t’ marbü†a), for example:

car IQÉs«n°S sayyra

bag áÑ«≤nM ˛aqıba 

aunt (maternal) ádÉN khla

nurse (female) á°Vuônªoe mumarri∂a

2 Words referring to female people but not ending in I a, for

example:

girl âæpH bint 

mother qΩoCG umm 

Gender: masculine
and feminine2u
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